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The original Asolo Supertrek debuted in the '70s as a lightweight alternative to
our classic, heavy-duty hiking boots. 

After a few years on the trail, the Supertrek was retired. Now 40 years later,
we've re-introduced the Supertrek as a more versatile version of its former
self.

It’s comfortable both on the trail and around town, and incorporates durable,
lightweight materials, a cushioning EVA midsole, and a new outsole that
adapts to a wide variety of terrain. We're proud to re-introduce this Asolo
original.

MADE IN EUROPE:

Made in Europe represents the excellence of creativity and craftsmanship. The
European excellences are famous all over the world, our artistic and
craftsmanship, the genius and a lot of commitment have allowed us to create
a completely  line of products with top-level characteristics. We live, breathe,
design and manufacture high quality, like no other in the world.



Best Vintage Hiking Boots Restyled for Modern Everyday Wear.

The spirit of old-school mountain style is alive and well in a vintage-inspired breed
modern hiking boots fit for wearing on and off the trails.

Not much has changed for the Supertrek in the forty-plus years since Asolo began
handmaking them at its Asolo, Italy factory. Suede-grain leather uppers with a
Gore-Tex waterproof membrane sit atop an Asolo outsole with traction for days.
With a pair weighting in at 500 Gr. they are a lightweight boot and fully capable of
your next city or hiking trip.

UPPER: Water resistant suede leather mm 1,6-1,8
LINING: Gore-Tex Extended Comfort Footwear 
LASTING BOARD: Asoflex 00 SR fast 
ANATOMIC FOOTBED: Lite 2 plus
SOHLE: Asolo Supertrek with Sigma Grip compound (rubber-Eva) 
MADE: in Europe

RESOLING: The model can get resoled
SUSTAINABILITY: Contains leather from a tannery rated by the Leather Working
Group (LWG)

FIT
MM- ML

SIZE
MAN

7-12,5 UK

SIZE
WOMAN
4-8 UK

513
1/2 PAIR

8 UK 

SUPERTREK GTX
Best use:  Vintage hiking boots restyled for modern every day wearing on and off the trails. EVA MIDSOLE:

The midsole package is designed
around the last and made by: mono
density EVA offering the greatest
support, stability and comfort.

SUPERTREK OUTSOLE:

The outsole package is designed
around the last and made by Asolo
rubber sole with the Sigma Grip
compound: the high performance
rubber compound featuring traction,
grip, durability and self-cleaning
action.

BENEFITS OF EVA MIDSOLE:

> Excellent cushioning and stability
> Perfect anatomic support
> Lightness

BENEFITS OF SUPERTREK OUTSOLE:

> The rubber bottom has a large area
of contact; self cleaning design.
> The rubber bottom is designed to
optimize the grip and durability for
each surface or activity.
> The heel is well sculpted to prevent
problems during descent.
> The rubber bottom compound is
Sigma Grip.

OUTSOLE TECNOLOGIES

MAN A25500 00 A778
WOMAN A25501 00 A778
black-black

MAN A25500 00 B160
wool-garden green

MAN A25500 00 B158
wool-deep tail

MAN A25500 00 B157 
wool-black cherry

MAN A25500 00 B159
wool-desert beige

MAN A25500 00 B156
WOMAN A25501 00 B156

petroleum-black

WOMAN A25501 00 B155
earth beige-deep tail

WOMAN A25501 00 B153
earth beige-blue fog

WOMAN A25501 00 B154 
earth beige-chilly red

WOMAN A25501 00 B152
earth beige-beige

SUPERTREK GTX:


